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Glen Canyon (- 1963)  Lower Section 
River miles are measured from Lees Ferry, 15 miles below the dam. Middle Section Map

Click on a blue square to go to that location.
Click near the edge of the map to go to the adjacent map
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Lower Section Map

Glen Canyon (- 1963)  Middle Section 
River miles are measured from Lees Ferry, 15 miles below the dam. 

These are not reservoir miles.  Upper Section Map
. 
. 
.

Links to photo pages
.
.
.
.

Click on a blue square to go to that location
Click near the edge of the map to go to the adjacent map Click near the edge of the map to go to the adjacent map

Click near the edge of the map to go to the adjacent map Click near the edge of the map to go to the adjacent map

November 14, 2006: All three maps are posted and are being upgraded. 

Most of the pictures were taken on about a dozen exploratory trips into Glen
Canyon between 1961 and 1964.  The explorations were systematic, guided by
the library resources of U. of California, Berkeley. They involved a total of 77
different people from the Berkeley community, some of whom were on all
trips, some on only one.

Flooding sequences will be added
now and then.

The pictures are from a collection
of thousands.  About 600 have
already been scanned for possible
use here and in new videos now
being prepared.

We would like to see pictures of
others also posted to the Web and
interlinked into a Web ring.  Any
takers?

Phil Pennington
Webmaster Explore Portland Community and Knowledge

for Use
email



Middle Section Map (no links yet 24 Jul 06)

Glen Canyon (- 1963)  Upper Section 
River miles are measured from Lees Ferry, 15 miles below the dam.  

Click on a blue square to go to that location
Click near the edge of the map to go to the adjacent map  
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Hite 
mile 162.3

Imagine yourself taking a float trip down Glen Canyon as it was. 
Start here, and click on the downstream links at the bottom of each
page.  (There's an exploratory excursion at the Escalante River.) 

Then imagine what it would be like to do it again sometime in the future.  The reservoir, like any
natural lake, is a temporary bottleneck in the flow of water from clouds to ocean.  Glen Canyon
has dammed up naturally in the past, and Nature has always removed the dams.  But such events
occur in geological time, and human knowledge of such things tends to be limited to human
scales . . . of time and of understanding.  To err is human.  To get it right is precious . . . and too
rare, because the profound guiding insights garnered by science in the past several centuries
are much subtler than they seem.   Think about silt.

1962  White Canyon, a little upstream from Hite.  The little sand bar where the
stream enters the Colorado was our campsite while we waited for the shuttle to
return, and it's the put-in point for float trips from Hite.

Landing at the White Canyon airstrip.  The car shuttle involves driving all the cars
from Hite to Crossing of the Fathers, that's about 300 miles over mostly gravel or
dirt roads in earlier days, then using one car to drive all the drivers to the Page
Airport where we charter a plane to take us back to Hite where our boats and gear
are waiting for us.

Mile 162.6   Hite, Utah, at the ferry, looking downstream.

The Hite ferry, landing on the left bank.

The hand-crank phone for the ferryman. 
Picture by Slyvia Tone

Mile 162.6  Looking upstream from a flat overlooking the mouth of White Canyon. 

 Mile 160.1  Traychite Rapids.  The first "rapids" below Hite

Go down to Two-Mile Canyon

Upper Map 
Glen Canyon



Two Mile Canyon 
mile 158

June, 1962 Mile 157.8  Everyone has been through the first "rapids."  While waiting
for the shuttle, we noticed that the water was moving quite fast and making a lot of
noise.  The noise was water rushing around twigs dipping into the water at the
shores. 

When we pushed away from the bank for the first time, we made a profound
discovery: floating on a flat river, we find ourselves in calm, motionless water.  It's
the banks that are moving!  We could hear the first "rapids" from quite a distance. 
Then we could see a bit of white caps up ahead.  They got closer and closer, the
boat began to rock a little, and in no time rocked less and less.  We looked to our
rear to see the "rapids" receding.  Had we been looking at the map we might not
have noticed them.

Mile 157.4  "The image of a fierce, roaring river of white water and foam is usually
conjured by the mention of the Colorado River ."

Mile 158.2  A brief stop at some quicksand

Quicksand is very bouyant.  I'm holding onto a large rock, and Keturah has just
stood on my shoulders to push me down enough to get a picture with just my head
out,  By the time she had jumped back and snapped this picture, I had floated up to
the position you see here.  It was the best we could do.

 

Go up to Hite 
 Go down to The Horn

Upper Map 
Glen Canyon



The Horn 
mile 156

Mile 157.0  approaching The Horn

The Horn is a hairpin turn in the river between miles 157 and 155.  This picture is
from the top of the ridge in the middle of the hairpin.

From the top of The Horn.

An Anasazi-built oven on top of the ridge at The Horn.

Go up to Two-Mile Canyon 
Go down to Scorup Canyon

Upper Map 
Glen Canyon



Scorup Canyon 
mile 154.

Mile 154.5  At a small Anasazi village near the mouth of Scorup Canyon

Go up to The Horn 
Go down to Red Canyon

Upper Map 
Glen Canyon



Red Canyon -Ticaboo Rapids #1 
mile 149.9

Mile 149.9  Ticaboo Rapids #1.  This is about as big as the water gets in Glen.  And
it's very hard to find anything else close to this in the way of "rapids."  Many
canyons have fine rapids for every level of whitewater running skills: upstream in
Cataract Canyon and downstream in Grand Canyon, for Colorado River examples. 
Glen Canyon is very close to being pure flat water boating.

But the Bureau of Reclamation wanted to put a different spin on reality and on the
new reservoir.  They wanted flat-water boaters to believe that Lake Powell was
opening up Glen Canyon to them,

"Boat wakes have replaced the raging rapids of the Colorado,"  
"The wild, red, outlaw river, tamed. Now flowing clean and blue, unmaimed."

Truth lies in the the opposite direction: Boating on Lake Powell can be very difficult
and very dangerous for boats not built for rapids because of winds that stir up
complex and confusing white-capped waves.  Most of Glen Canyon was nestled in
deep vertical-walled canyons, sheltered from those winds. 

Lake Powell's winds also evaporate far more of the water stored in the reservoir
than the engineers had anticipated before the waters rose.  Arguments that this
reservoir increases the water available to a thirsty desert community are false most
of the time.

."Raging rapids" in Glen Canyon. 

We were not totally without mishaps.  Keturah was relaxing and admiring the
scenery in smooth, fast water, feet up on the deck, while she ran into very shallow
water near the shore.  Her boat overturned.  A big smooth rock near the left shore
down by Mystery Canyon created an impressive wave at the highest water.  Two of
our boats got caught in it and capsized.  Each of the boaters was seen standing on
the shore and swimming out for flotsam from their boat.  Then, one night while
camped on a sandy island, we experienced a very high wind--little yellow rafts
became kites and wind-blown missles.  But by then, we had learned than anything
floating on the river quickly finds an eddy and stays circling in place for quite a
while.  The boats were easily recovered. 

The greatest hazard in Glen Canyon is probably from flash floods while exploring
side canyons, and that is something everyone in our parties kept in mind and kept a
sharp watch for.  Of course, there is that little scorpion, Centuroides sculpturatus,
thought to live only in the bottom of Grand Canyon and on the Sonoran Desert, but
in fact, had found a home in Glen Canyon--it is one of the two  poisonous scorpions
in the U.S.

Glen Canyon is a very gentle, very friendly place.

 
Mile 156.3.  June 1963 minor mishap

Mile 150.4  Ruins near Ticaboo Rapids #1

Mile 150.4  This is not raging rapids! This is Glen Canyon, not Grand Canyon.   But
it is, as we float down further and further, more and more a beautiful canyon -- a
beautiful experience.  Nothing like what lies ahead can be found elsewhere.

Go up to Scorup Canyon 
Go down to Mile 144 - Good  Hope Bar

Upper Map 
Glen Canyon



Good Hope Bar 
mile 144.

Mile 144.0 The talus gives way to cliffs that reach to
the water in these miles. 

Go to up to Red Canyon 
Go to down to mile 140

Upper Map 
Glen Canyon



approaching Tapestry Wall 
mile 140.0

Mile 140.5  September, 1962. This is "the wild, red, outlaw river," as described
by Floyd Dominy in "Lake Powell, Jewel of the Colorado."  John Mullady, Chief
Ranger at Glen Canyon National Recreational Area in the mid 60's, had a view of
Glen Canyon we found puzzling.  He told us, "The only reason people take float
trips down Glen Canyon is to brag to their friends that they had braved the rapids of
the Colorado River."  This apparently was the official National Park Service view.
We got treated to a fascinating slant on how that view was disseminated: look
HERE.

Mile 140.5

Mile 138.4  Tapestry Wall appearing just ahead

Go up to Good Hope Bar 
Go down to Cedar Canyon

Upper Map 
Glen Canyon



Cedar Canyon 
mile 136.6

June 1962  Near entrance

A little bit up the canyon

Farther up.

Go up to Mile 140 
Go down to Tapestry Wall

Upper Map 
Glen Canyon



Tapestry Wall 
mile 136

Mile 136.6 June 1963  Tapestry Wall

Mile 136.3 Sept. 1962

Go up to Cedar Canyon 
Go down to Mining Equipment

Upper Map 
Glen Canyon



Mining Equipment 
mile 135.0

Mile 135, a little below Tapestry Wall.  We see much mining equipment and many
cabins for the next 40 miles.  There is even a small field of defunct oil wells.

More abandoned mine equipment

A mine cart from the Montgomery Machinery Company, Denver

Mile 134.3   A left-bank canyon near Olympia Bar.  "Not even run-of-the-mill Glen
Canyon spectacular,"

Go up to Tapestry Wall 
Go down to Smith Fork

Upper Map 
Glen Canyon



Forgotten Canyon 
mile 132.0

Mile 132  Forgotten Canyon

Petroglyphs at the base of the cliffs at the entrance to Forgotten Canyon (see above.)

Strange well just inside Forgotten Canyon

Go across the river  to Smith Fork

Go up to Olympia Bar Mining 
Go down to mile 131 and a mine

Upper  Map 
Middle Map 
Glen Canyon



Smith Fork 
mile 132.0

Mile 132.1  The Smith Fork petroglyphs, one of the best known of the panels in
Glen.

Mile 132.1  The Archer petroglyph.

Mile 132.0     Anasazi metates

Mile 132.0  Near mouth of Smith Fork

132.0   A wall in Smith Fork Canyon.

Mile 132.1 

Mile 132.1  An alcove near Smith Fork.

Go across the river to Forgotten Canyon

Go up to Olympia Bar Mining 
Go down to mile 131 and a mine

Upper Map 
Middle Map

Glen Canyon



Hansen Creek - Beaver Canyon 
mile 130

Mile 131.0    Beaver Canyon ahead

Mile 130.0,  left bank.    Beaver Canyon.

Mile 130.0  Beaver Canyon from the air

Mile 129.8  right bank.    Mouth of Hansen Creek

Hansen Creek overhang

Walking out of Hansen Creek canyon

Mile 128.5     Continuing downstream from Hansen Creek

  Go up to Smith Fork 
Go down to Moqui Canyon

Middle Map 
Upper Map 

Glen Canyon



Mine and Cabin 
mile 131.0

Mile 131.0   A mine downstream from Smith Fork
Canyon.

Mile 131.0   The house at the mine.

Go up to Smith Fork 
Go up to Forgotten Canyon 
Go down to Hansen Creek

Upper Map 
Middle Map 
Glen Canyon



Moqûi Canyon 
Let us spell it correctly on this page. 

mile 125.0

Looking up Moqûi Canyon from the air.

June, 1962.  At high water we could boat far up Moqûi Canyon.  Note the yellow
raft.

Moqûi Canyon was a favorite habitat of the Anasazi.  Pictographs, such as these
were common in this canyon.

These storage pits had lids.

Anasazi usually built their habitats in high places that
involved a bit of climbing to get to.  Sometimes we set
up fixed ropes to help get all of our parties in and out.

The name "Moqui" is a misspelling of "Moqûi."  The
dieresis was put there in the original reports to Spain
because the Native Americans pronounced the syllable
"kwi"  There is no "kwi" sound in Spanish so the
dieresis is needed..  A careless typesetter left it off: 
Moqui. 

The name soon got shortened to "Moki" and that is the
spelling and pronounciation most seen and heard
today.  Unfortunately, in the native language, "moki"
means dead or dung.

Unfamiliar cultures often suffer from careless
oversimplifiation.  (The neighboring Navajo call themselves
"Dineh.")

Go up to Hansen Creek 
Go down to New Year Bar area 

 

 Upper Map 
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A canyon 
near New Year Bar 

mile 122

June 62  Another canyon

Sept 62  Note water level difference.

Sept 62  A primitive construction on New Year Bar.

Go up to Moqui Canyon 
Go down to Stanton Canyon

Upper Map 
Middle Map 
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Stanton Canyon 
mile 121.4

Mi 121.4   At the mouth of Stanton Canyon

Narrow slots get more and more common as we go
down river.

Narrow slots require a variety of chimneying
techniques.

And getting down often means getting wet.

Stanton Dredge 

Go across river to Mining equipment
Go up to New Year Bar 

Go down to Halls Creek ? Crossing

Upper Map 
Middle Map
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Mining Equipment across from Stanton Canyon 
mile 121.4

New Year Bar - Mile 122.3  September, 1962.  Abandoned cabin from the mining
days in Glen.

Abandoned everything.

Mile 121.6  Abandoned mining machinery at the edge of the river.

That's Stanton Canyon across the river.  Note the
yellow rafts landed there -- the rest of our party.

Stanton Dredge
Stanton Canyon

Go up to Moqui Canyon 
Go down to Halls Creek ? Crossing

Middle Map 
Upper Map 

Glen Canyon



Stanton Dredge 
mile 121.4

Mile 121.4  The buckets of Hoskininni Dredge  (Stanton Dredge).

Hoskininni Dredge -- The gold was there.  It was just too fine to be retreived by the
process they installed.  They had even planned a railroad to be built that would
service the area..

No mining.  No dredging.  No railroad.  In Sept 1962
only ruins. 

Mi 119.7   Wall near Bullfrog Creek

Mile 119.5 

Return to Stanton Canyon

Go up to New Year Bar 
Go down to Halls Creek ? Crossing

Middle Map 
Upper Map 

Glen Canyon



Hall Creek ? Crossing 
mile 119

We will add pictures of Halls Creek (mile  119.2) and the surrounding country. 

June 1964 Halls Crossing, left bank 

Go up to Stanton Canyon 
Go down river

Upper Map 
Middle Map 
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Below Halls Crossing 
mile 118

Mile 118.6 Sept 62  Floating downstream just past Halls Crossing.  Floating this
river is an idyllic experience.  In the upper part of Glen, the side canyons are mostly
"not even run-of-the-mill Glen Canyon spectacular."     A few, like Moqui Canyon are
very spectacular and very interesting because of the archeology.  Those canyons
occupied a lot of the time of most of the trips that floated from Hite down to Lee's
Ferry (or Crossing of the Fathers after the dam construction began).  Most of the
organized trips didn't much explore those intriguing gaps in the sandstone walls.  
The trip down this flat river, watching this spectacular scenery moving past you,
overwhelmed the senses.  That seemed enough.  What more could there be?

Mile 118.3 Sept 62   So very little of Glen Canyon attracted the attention of the few
thousand people who fell in love with it.  Moqui Canyon, Lake Canyon, Hole in the
Rock, Hidden Passage, Music Temple, Rainbow Bridge, and perhaps Dungeon
Canyon and one or two of the others.  What more could there be after that exquisite
bunch of superp places?  What more might one do if the time were unlimited?

Ask Katie Lee.  We acquired her list of side canyons from the BurRec's PR person
at the dam (Rusho) who dug it out of a dusty file cabinet and made a copy for us. 
There were about a hundred: Little Dungeon, Happy, Dove, Grotto, Catfish, Corner,
False Entrance, Little Arch, Lost Eden, Annie, Wilson, Forgotten, Forbidding,
Dangling Rope, Ticaboo, Beaver, Twilight, Wishbone, Driftwood, Spring Pool,
Corner, Cathedral, Mystery, Cottonwood, Llwellyn, Face, Labyrinth...  The list goes
on and on.  And we had discovered the wonders of the Escalante river: Cathedral in
the Desert, Davis Gulch, Soda Gulch, Coyote Gulch, Harris Wash, Long Canyon,... 
This list, too, is long.

Mile 118.2 June 62  There's one of those intriguing gaps in the wall ahead.  What is
it?

Mile 118.0   June 62  Inside, it's a major canyon not on our provisional map  (Lost

Eden?).

June 62  Possibly the place we decided not to work at. 
If this is Lost Eden that was a big mistake!

June 64  Past that minor pool because we
kayaked into the entrance of this canyon on the
reservoir.  Still, not enough time to really explore.

Go up to Halls Creek 
Go down to the heron rookery

Upper Map 
Middle Map 
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Heron Rookery 
mile 117.8

Mile 117.7 The heron rookery: many nests

Great blue heron

Mile 117.7

Go up to just below Halls Creek 
Go down to Lake Canyon

Upper Map 
Middle Map 
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Lake Canyon 
mile 113.2

Campsite at the mouth of Lake Canyon. 

Lake Canyon has 36 Anasazi sites in its first five miles from the river.  This one is
Wasp House.

June 1964

The walls of Wasp House have embedded decorations and pressed imprints of
corn.

Farther upstream is an alcove with these pictographs done in charcoal.

Loom holes.  The Anasazi were weavers.

Metates built into the floor (corn grinding).

More Lake Canyon 

Interesting Side Canyons
Go up to heron rookery 

Go down to mile 111 
(hanging Anasizi site)

Upper  Map 
Middle Map 
Glen Canyon



Lake Canyon - 2 
mile 113.2

A site with a view.  Alcoves like this, deeply set in and surrounded by rock on three
sides, are generally cool in the summer and warm in the winter.

One of the larger Anasazi structures in Lake Canyon.  Sites in Glen Canyon were
respected by most of their visitors and remained largely undisturbed.  Of course,
the sites were extremely numerous and visitors were rather rare. 

For several years before the reservoir, salvage archeology was carried out by the
Museum of Northern Arizona and the University of Utah.

Waterfall in Lake Canyon.

This overhanging sand dune is actually part the "lake" of Lake Canyon.  It had been
an natural lake until the early part of the 20th century when its natural dam broke
out.  The water drained, leaving a thick layer of silt which dried out and began to
erode,  The deposits seen here are that silt.

Here we have climbed out of one of Lake Canyon's side canyons.  Today, there is a
well-traveled road near here -- the one to Hall's Crossing marina.

Back to entrance of Lake Canyon 
Interesting Side Canyons

Go up to heron rookery 
Go down to mile 111 
(hanging Anasizi site)

Upper  Map 
Middle Map
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Lake Canyon 
mile 113.2

Bell shaped alcove near one of the Anasazi sites.

Narrow canyon near the above alcove.  It just looks like
it ends here.  Step into the pool and look to the left...

...and we see that the canyon continues as a slot so
narrow that we have to go through parts of it sideways.

Wall patterns

It just keep going -- but does require occastional
climbing

Here the walls join to form a small natural bridge . . .
and demand a bit of climbing skill.

Keturah's ready belay with the looped 1/4-inch nylon.

Back to Lake Canyon

Go up to heron rookery 
Go down to mile 111 
(hanging Anasizi site)

Upper  Map 
Middle Map
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Hanging Anasazi site 
mile 111.0

 
Mile 113.0

Mile 111.0  A hanging Anasazi site

It was very difficult to climb into.  When Lake Powell reached the level of this site,
we were here to watch the rising waters.  We found corn, with kernels, and
hackberry fruits in the storage pits.

Mile 110.7

Mile.109.3

Go up to Lake Canyon 
Go down to Annie Canyon

Middle Map 
Glen Canyon



Annie Canyon 
mile 106.7

mile 107.9  Across from Annie Canyon, and a mile upstream, is a collection of
mining equipment. (We believe this is probably Shock Bar at the bottom of Shock Trail, but one of our sources of
information places these features on the right bank.)

Rickety cart -- looking downstream

Mile 107.9

Looking upstream

Mile 106.7  Annie Canyon -- the southern tip of the Waterpocket Fold.  Nice canyon
but full of poison oak.

Mile  106.6   Looking downstream from just below Annie Canyon

Go up to Mile 111 
Go down to Wilson Canyon

Middle Map

Glen Canyon



Wilson Canyon 
Iceberg Canyon 

mile 101.6

Approaching Wilson Canyon

The Wilson Canyon spring.  Superb drinking water
source -- all times of the year.  Glen Canyon drinking
water from springs is one of the big losses due to Lake
Powell.

House in high alcove in Wilson Canyon

Go up to Annie Canyon 
Go down to Oil Seep Bar

Middle Map

Glen Canyon



Oil Seep Bar 
The Rincon -- above the left bank 

mile 98

Mile 99.7  An unusual rock formation at the edge of the river.  The Rincon is a
syncline to the east of the river in the shape of a large ring.  The central uplifted
rock is this light-colored sedimentary rock.

Enlarged part of the above picture.

Mile 99.6  A shelter below The Rincon

Mile 99.6  That shelter

Mile 98.0  Boating past Oil Seep Bar

Go up to Wilson Canyon 
Go down to the Escalante River

Middle Map
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Escalante River 
mile 88.2

Mile 88.2.  Confluence of the Escalante River with the Colorado River

Pictographs at the mouth of the Escalante.

Pictograph at the mouth of the Escalante.

The canyon of the Escalante is as deep as the canyon of the Colorado but much
narrower.

The Escalante has many very fine features: Cathedral in the Desert in Clear Creek;
accessibility to the Hole in the Rock road at the gauging station; two natural arches
and extensive Anasazi things in Davis Gulch; Gregory Natural Bridge and a
spectacular canyon in Soda Gulch (Fiftymile); Skyline Arch and Coyote Gulch plus
many more natural bridges and arches and numerous Anasazi sites.

The reservoir is sparing much in the upper reaches of the Escalante.  Much of the
remaining spirit of Glen Canyon will be found here.  But this is only a wispy ghost of
what was.

Explore the Escalante
Go up to Oil Seep Bar 

Continue downstream to Hole in the Rock

Middle Map

Glen Canyon

  
  



Hole in the Rock 
mile 84.4

Approaching Hole in the Rock.

The Hole in the Rock -- the Mormon settlers' route
down from the plateau above the west side of the river.

The settlers' road up the left bank slopes on the way to Bluff, Utah..

Looking down that road toward the river and toward
Hole in the Rock..

Looking downstream from near the left-bank landing opposite Hole in the Rock.

The Mormon route down from the plateau
Go up to Escalante River 

Go down to Llewellyn Gulch

Middle Map

Glen Canyon



Hole in the Rock 
The Mormon settlers' route east, across the Colorado River and Plateau 

mile 84.4

Looking upstream from part way down the Hole in the Rock route.

June, 1961  Twelve people starting down the Mormon
Hole in the Rock route -- their introduction to the
sublime, the spectacular, the irreplacable Glen
Canyon.  (There was a thirteenth in the party but he had to leave
us back at the end of our trip down the Narrows of Zion to take his
bar exams in Colorado.  He passed the exams, soon got elected to
the state legislature, and later became governor.) 
More about this trip HERE and HERE.

June, 1961  Hole in the Rock airstrip.  Two of our twelve are missing, having gotten
lost coming out of the Escalante the day before.  One of Page Aviation's planes was
patrolling the area with a pilot and a park ranger.  I accompanied them on a search
flight.  (The aerial photos taken in 1961 were taken on that flight.)  Here we have just landed
after our search.  More about what happened HERE. 

The following year we started chartering that same plane -- and often had the same
pilot.

Looking across (north) the Escalante River canyon as we walked back to the cars (parked at the edge of the Hole in the Rock
airstrip).  We had spent the entire day exploring -- down to Clear Creek and up to Soda Gulch and Gregory Bridge.  The walk back

was very hot, so we waited until just before sunset.  Two of our party veered off to the west, toward Davis Gulch: you can see
them walking toward the left edge of the picture.  We had discussed the route back as being toward the high point in our

southward path, the little mesa with the airstrip, and being restricted by two nearby parallel slot canyons, Davis Gulch and Clear
Creek which are impossible to cross.  And a bit hazardous, especially after dark.  Since there are no habitations within about 60
miles, our lights at the car would be a beacon for anyone who got confused.  The area is quite flat and the airstrip mesa is the

predominant landmark.  The two had the only map in our party because I had left it at the gauging station and one of them picked
it up for me.  

That day ended curiously.

Keturah maneuvering her kayak down the Hole in the
Rock route used by the early Mormons to cross the
Colorado.  (They ended up establishing the town of
Bluff, Utah.)

Because most of the most spectacular canyons of Glen
were between Hole in the Rock and Crossing of the
Fathers,  we sometimes chose to put in at Hole in the
Rock.

April 1963   Bottom of the settlers' Hole in the Rock route.  Preparing the boats for
the trip from here to Crossing of the Fathers.

Decmeber 1962   Same place as above, but now there's frost on everything in the
morning..

Go to the settlers' road on the left bank

Go up to Escalante River 
Go down to Llewellyn Gulch

Middle Map
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LLewellyn Gulch 
mile 81.9

Near mouth of Llewellyn Gulch, a broad canyon with
vertical walls

Inside Llewellyn Gulch

Llwellyn Gulch from the air looking toward the Colorado River.

Go up to Hole in the Rock 
Go down to San Juan River

Middle Map
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San Juan River 
mile 78

Mile 78.0   The confluence of the San Juan River and the Colorado River
The next two years

Go up to Llewellyn Gulch 
Go down to Cottonwood Gulch

Middle Map
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San Juan Arm 
mile 78

Sept. 1962   The confluence of the San Juan River and the Colorado River

June 1963   The reservoir at the former confluence of the San Juan River and the
Colorado River

June 1964    Reservoir.  The former confluence of the San Juan River and the
Colorado River.  Note the Park Service floating sign where the San Juan arm of the
reservoir joins the Colorado arm.

Return to Glen Canyon
Go up to Llewellyn Gulch 

Go down to Cottonwood Gulch

Middle Map
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Cottonwood Gulch (Reflection Can.) 
mile 77.0

June 1961
Cottonwood Gulch (Reflection Canyon) is just over the wall in the foreground.  The
San Juan River joins the Colorado in the lower left corner of the picture. Hidden
Passage is in the center of the picture about a mile downstream from Cottonwood
Gulch.  Music Temple is across the Colorado from Hidden Passage and a little
downstream.  Its canyon is just behind that tall wall (the tallest in the Glen) on the
left bank.  The entrance to Mystery Canyon is a couple of miles downstream from
Music Temple and on the left, near the edge of the picture.

Lower Cottonwood Gulch.  A deep canyon, but not particularly narrow.

June 1961
These graceful entrenched meanders are not deep by Glen Canyon standards, but
they are photogenic.  The cover of Eleanor Inskip's, Glen Canyon Before Lake
Powell has a photo of Reflection Canyon very similar to this one.  The July/August,
'06 issue of Audubon Magazine shows this canyon as reexposed by the lowering of
Lake Powell by drought. 
This canyon is quite deep by ordinary standards: See the person in the picture below for scale.

June 1962
The ridge dominating this picture is the small ridge in the
lower right of the aerial photo above.  The photographer is
under the dark overhang in the far right center of the canyon
and shooting so as to take in in both upstream (left) and
downstream (right).  At the far right in the downstream
direction note the man waving his arms. (It's Sam Greene, physicist at
Sonoma State, California)

June 1964
From farther upstream.  The lower end of Cottonwood Gulch is now flooded by
Lake Powell, as is the San Juan River in the upper, center-left of the picture.  The
high wall on the right was the highest wall in Glen Canyon. It overlooked the
confluence of the Colorado and San Juan Rivers.

June 1962 
One of the short swimming sections in the lower part of Cottonwood Gulch. 

Roger Ulrich, astrophysicist UCLA; Sam Greene, physicist, Sonoma State

Go up to the San Juan River 
Go down to Hidden Passage

Middle Map
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Hidden Passage 
mile 76.1

Mile 76.5  Hidden Passage from Horseshoe Alcove.

Hidden Passage from near the Basketmaker Cave boat landing 
See Hidden Passage in the Jewel of the Colorado

Hidden Passage in center left.  Basketmaker Cave in lowermost right.  Music
Temple Bar (note the  trails leading to the canyon) at bottom center and left.

Hidden Passage is one of the most popular canyons in 
Glen; it's visited by virtually all of the float trips.

Ed Leeper  (piton maker), Cy Benton, and David Rhodes.

High walls dominate the lower sections of Hidden
Passage.

Continue up Hidden Passage
Go  up to Cottonwood Gulch 

(Reflection Canyon) 
Go  down (across) to Music Temple
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Hidden Passage 2 
mile 76.1

Waterfalls, short swims, and big chockstones were
common in lower Hidden Passage.

We can climb behind that pinnacle to get to a crawl
ledge that takes us to views of the river.

Georgie White's crawlway -- that's a bunch from one of her raft trips.

The narrow spot is actually pretty wide.
.

 
Go back to lower Hidden Passage

Go  up to Cottonwood Gulch 
(Reflection Canyon) 

Go  down (across) to Music Temple

Middle Map
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Music Temple 
mile 75.9

Music Temple landing was right across from Hidden Passage.  In the spring, when
the river was swift, the rafters had to take their rafts far upstream at the Hidden
Passage landing, and then row as hard as they could or they would miss Music
temple.  (Kayaks had no problems.)

Musicians gave frequent concerts here right up to the end. 

That's "C Powell," John Wesley's brother.

Bishop and Dellenbaugh signed the wall, too.  Fortunately, most of the Pre-Lake
Powell visitors respected the history and refrained from adding their names.

An aerial photo of what lies downstream from Music Temple Canyon (which is the
canyon in the extreme lower right of photo.).  The next canyon, a left-bank canyon,
is Mystery Canyon: it extends across most of the central part of the picture.  On the
right bank a little below Mystery is Twilight Canyon: it parallels that high wall on the
right bank (the "Eye & Needle" wall), staying quite close to the river.  Across from
Twilight is the Oak Creek - Wishbone Canyon set of canyons -- that includes the
wide meadow that dominates that part of the picture.

Go up to Hidden Passage 
Go down to Mystery Canyon
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Mystery Canyon - upper 
(Anasazi Canyon) 

mile 73.6

The upper parts of Mystery Canyon were made more accessible by Lake Powell for
several months.  These are the pink sand dunes.

For scale, note Keturah (with the sailor's hat) in the
bottom right of the picture.  Looking downstream.

Aerial view of above section of canyon (looking
upstream).

June 1964  During a flight over Mystery Canyon's upper sections, we spotted a
small natural bridge in the upper reaches of Mystery.  So we circled back and
photographed it..

Enlarged section of above photograph.  And that may be a second bridge a bit
further upstream.  See Lehi Bridges at Crystal Canyons (John Hart)

Go back to lower Mystery Canyon

Go up to Music Temple 
Go down to Twilight Canyon
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Mystery Canyon 
(Anasazi Canyon) 

mile 73.6

Approaching Mystery Canyon from upstream.

The entrance from the air.  The alcove in the upper left is just above the jumpup that
prevents easy acess to the rest of the canyon.  SEE MORE HERE (an older web site of ours)

We could boat under the fallen chockstone -- just after
the first turn in the canyon.

A memorable wall. 

The mystery of Mystery Canyon was what we would find if only we could get above
this plunge pool.  The climb to the upper parts was formidable, and few canyon
explorers accepted the challenge. 

Keturah attempting the climb to the upper reaches of Mystery Canyon.

Go to Upper Mystery Canyon
Go up to Music Temple 

Go down to Twilight Canyon

Middle Map
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Twilight Canyon 
(Navajo Canyon -- Boulder Canyon) 

mile 70.7 

Mile 72.1  Twilight Canyon is up ahead a little past the corner.  This grand wall
contains "The Eye and the Needle."

Mile 72.2  "The Eye and the Needle"

Rock shelter near the mouth of Twilight Canyon.

Twilight Canyon is about 500 feet deep for the first few
miles.

Much is dark.  Sunlight never reaches much of the
floor.

Great depth and parallel walls was this canyon's
signature.

We walked very far up this canyon -- it looked like we
could get to the plateau above, but we never had the
time to walk that far.  Also, the only rattlesnake we saw
in Glen was in the boulders of this canyon: a very
young rattlesnake which had apparently been washed
down from above.

Go up to Mystery Canyon 
Go across to Wishbone (Oak) Canyon
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Wishbone Canyon 
(Katie Lee's name -- Oak Canyon is either the same canyon or one nearby) 

mile 70.8 -- but see below

This canyon swings very close to the Colorado but then
veers away and enters the Colorado two miles further
on.  In not too many centuries the cutting action of the
flash floods would have made a spectacular waterfall
here.

It's very nice -- but it's not even run-of-the-mill Glen
Canyon spectacular.

Wishbone Canyon is in the lower left, just before it comes it's closest to the top of
the wall overlooking the Colorado.  The island in the right center is Firelight Island. 
The Keyhole is in the right-bank canyon wall, in the shadows, just downstream from
Firelight Island. 

This part of Glen Canyon was exceptionally spectacular because the immediate
walls were beautifully decorated, virtually continuous, vertical sandstone.  Camping
sites were abundant, including sheltered riverside alcoves (for example).

The next two years

Mile 69.4  A beautiful, small campsite alcove (with a
spring for fresh drinking water).  That's Firelight Island
across the water.  The night had a full moon, and one
of our party decided to float a bit in the moonlight.  He,
an Italian priest, was singing Italian folk songs as he
passed 
the alcove.

Mile 69.2   The Keyhole Alcove

An ibis on the sand bar near the confluence of Wishbone/Oak creek(s) with the
Colorado.

Go up (across) to Twilight Canyon 
Go down to Forbidding Canyon & Aztec Creek 

the route to Rainbow Bridge

Middle Map 
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Forbidding Canyon 
Aztec Creek 

mile 68.6 
The river route to Rainbow Bridge

Mile 68.6  Kolb's sign pointing up Aztec Creek toward Rainbow Bridge.  Probably
the most visited canyon of Glen Canyon before the reservoir.  Boat trips were made
up the river to visit Rainbow Bridge

Then it's about five miles walking to the bridge from the river.  (The Navajo Nation
also conducted horseback trips from near the base of Navajo Mtn -- a two day trip,)

Near the confluence with Bridge Creek

Aztec Creek, approaching Bridge Creek

Mile 69.1

Go on to Rainbow Bridge
Go up to Wishbone Canyon 

Go down to Spring Pool Canyon

Middle Map 
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Bridge Canyon 
Rainbow Bridge National Monument

Mouth of Bridge Canyon

Starting up Bridge Creek

Rainbow Bridge. 
Some suggest that the Capitol Building in Washington D. C. would fit under this
bridge.  (Really?)   It is the largest natural bridge in the U. S. -- and Gregory Natural
Bridge was the second largest.  (A Natural Bridge is defined as having an active creek flowing
under it -- no creek and it's an arch.)

From the air looking upstream on Bridge Creek.  Note the many
trails.

Go back to Aztec Creek

Go up to Wishbone Canyon 
Go down to Spring Pool Canyon
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Spring Pool Canyon 
Mile 67.8

Springpool Canyon is among the most spectacular, but
surrounded by many of the most interesting canyons of
Glen, especially Forbidding Canyon, it was seldom
visited.

We are approaching the base of the southernmost tip
of the Kaiparowits Plateau, Navajo Point.

Deep latticework in the walls.

Go up to Aztec Creek 
Go down to Driftwood Canyon
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Driftwood Canyon 

Klondike Bar

A sheep trail carved into the rock by the Navajo Indians.  Just above Klondike Bar,
looking upstream past Driftwood Canyon.  Holes drilled in the rock held sticks which
made fence posts for a shubbery that was laid down so the sheep couldn't see the
drop beneath them.

Just below the top of the sheep trail

From just below the top looking down.

Whimsical cairn at the top of the sheep trail

From near the top of the sheep trail looking across the
river to the mouth of awesome Cathedral Canyon.

MORE views from here

Returning to Klondike Bar to boat across the river to
Cathedral Canyon.

Go to Cathedral  Canyon 
(just across the river)

Go up to Driftwood  Canyon 
Go down to a riverside alcove

Middle Map 
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Cathedral Canyon 
Mile 66.1

Cathedral Canyon from across the river above Klondike
Bar.   But look at it in 1972 from Navajo Point

Kayaking into the entrance.

Drifting into Cathedral at Spring floodwater.  Chris
Suczek (Geology Dept,  U. of Wash at Bellingham) in the yellow raft.

 Cathedral Canyon had more than its share of deep
stream alcoves.  Note Chris at the bottom of the
picture.  This canyon is BIG!

MORE views from here

Looking downstream to the left and upstream to the right.

Looking up.

Wetsuits in the winter.  But the high walls in a narrow
canyon kept the water unfrozen even when everything
was frozen outside the canyon.  (On one trip the
Colorado River froze from bank to bank forcing some of
our party--the ones a day or two behind us--to drag their
boats across the ice in places. MORE, on a different
web site.

Go to Klondike Bar 
(just across the river)

Go up to Driftwood Canyon 
Go down to a riverside alcove
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a riverside alcove 
(right bank) 
Mile 65.5

December 1962  A deep riverside alcove used as a campsite on a winter trip.

A heavy storm in Glen Canyon

Many waterfalls follow heavy storms in Glen.

When the storm cleared, Glen Canyon was mantled in a light snow.  (Then the river
began to freeze.)

Then the sun set.

Go up  to Cathedral Canyon 
Go down  to Little Arch  Canyon
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Driftwood Canyon 
mile 66.5 

and Klondike Bar 
mile 66.0-66.3

Driftwood Canyon was named for the huge deposit of driftwood that the river
currents packed into the mouth of this canyon.  What you see here is floating on a
few feet of water -- an interesting challenge for the explorer in a kayak or raft.  See
the entrance.

The deepest stream alcove in Glen Canyon. We
needed about a half hour of dune climbing to get
through it.   When we boated in after the flooding
started, we realized that the overhang was about one
quarter mile.

The upstream side of the big alcove.

Superbly patterned and stained

Keturah's ubiquitous 1/4-inch nylon rope with knots to
grip for those with lesser climbing skills -- that was most
of those in our parties.

There were a lot of fluted walls in Driftwood.

Go to Cathedral  Canyon 
(just across the river)

Go up to Spring Pool Canyon 
Go down to Klondike Bar 

(several yards downstream)
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False Entrance Canyon 
Pickax Canyon - Mountain Sheep Canyon 

Mile 66.1

Mouth of False Entrance
Next two years

In summer, False Entrance Canyon usually had a mud swim at its entrance.

This canyon has lots of flat, sandy bottoms with few
stream boulders

But it has lots of little drops over smooth rock. 

It's also one of the longest canyons with easy walking.

Dec. 1962  Mouth of False Entrance in winter.

Mile 62.9  around the corner just below False Entrance Can. 
(flooding of animals was taken on left-bank bar visible here)

Mile 58.6

Go up to Christmas alcove 
Go down to Balanced Rock Canyon 

(just across the river)
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Balanced Rock Canyon 
Mile 63.1

Dec. 62  In the winter months, wet suits are called for..

The air mattress is for swimming stretches.

Dec. 62 

The stream boulders are on their way to the
blanced-rock flats at the mouth of the canyon.

Go up to False Entrance  Canyon 
Go down to Dangling Rope Canyon
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Little Arch Canyon 
Mile 64.1

 
Mile 64.6?   Dec. 1962

Looking downstream in Little Arch Canyon, a short,
verdant canyon ending in a pool and an abrupt jumpup.

The jumpup. 

 Climbing the jumpup.

Looking upstream--and up vertically--from as high as
we climbed.

Go up to a riverside alcove 
Go down to Christmas alcove
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The Hermitage 
Mile 59.6

Looking downstream toward Catfish Canyon.  The Hermitage is a complex of
Anasazi structures, with well-preserved petroglyph panels.

Petroglyphs overlooking structures.

Petroglyphs 

Petroglyphs

Looking upstream from The Hermitage -- over the bars in front of Cornerstone
Canyon and Dangling Rope Canyon

Next two years

Go up to Dangling Rope Canyon 
Go down to Catfish Canyon
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Catfish Canyon 
Wetherill Canyon 

Mile 58.7

.

At the mouth of Catfish Canyon, the sun dried mud separated into pads with deep
cracks between them.  The tree toads, Bufo punctatus, chimneyed in and out of the
cracks like human rock climbers, legs pushing on opposite sides.  At evening and
morning the toads kept up a continuous, loud chorus.

Looking downstream to the left and upstream to the right.  Salvage archeology 
reported that the alcove from which this photo was taken was the only site in Glen
Canyon in which human remains were found.

 Looking upstream from the above alcove.
See the next two years.

Catfish Canyon is one of the more memorable canyons
because of its variety.  Open verdant canyon with high
vertical walls.

 Vaulting walls and deep alcoves.

The ceiling of the above alcove

 From the air we see where the wide canyon changes
character, from wide canyon to vaulting alcoves. 

Continue in Catfish Canyon
Go up to The Hermitage 

Go down to Grotto Canyon
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Dangling Rope Canyon 
Mile 61.0

The rope dangles from an anchor high on a wall. 
The Moki steps leading up to it appear to be
modern.

It's so dark in here, we have the camera on a tripod for a time exposure, and we
had to return to our boats for a flashlight before exploring further.

Mile 60.9  That's Cornerstone Canyon in the right bank wall.  Just to the left of
Cornerstone is The Hermitage.

Mile 61.5  Cactus covered many of the sandy bars.  These plants penetrated tennis
shoes rather easily and were camouflaged in the other plants on the bar.

A major archeological salvage site was located at the base of the cliff here.

Go up to Balanced Rock Canyon 
Go down to The Hermitage
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Catfish Canyon - 2 
Mile 58.7

Vaulting stream alcoves.

The vaulting section becomes narrower.

Further on the canyon becomes cave-like.

Then closing in.

Cave-like.

From the mouth of Catfish Canyon looking dowstream to Grotto Canyon

We almost never took photographs our campsites.  Realizing we might want some,
we took several in April 1963.  Here in Catfish Canyon, the reservoir had
encroached significantly, so that the water is actually reservoir. 

Go back to Catfish Canyon, part 1

Go up to The Hermitage 
Go down to Grotto Canyon
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Grotto Canyon 
Mile 57.8

Mile 57.9 Looking upstream from near the mouth of Grotto Canyon.  Catfish
Canyon landing is at right side of picture.

April, 1963

Grotto Canyon is short but quite spectacular.

It ends with a spectacular jumpup.

Looking downstream from the mouth of Grotto Canyon to Dungeon Canyon

Go up to Catfish Canyon 
Go down to Dungeon Canyon
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Dungeon Canyon 
Mile 56.2

Mile 56.8  (Probably a sunrise, looking downstream near Rock Creek.)

Dungeon Canyon from the air.

From the mouth of Dungeon looking out.

Most of this canyon is wider at the bottom than at the top.  In June, when the water
is high, many parties use rafts to ferry passengers past this long swim near the
mouth.

Next two years

We occasionally met other parties.  Here's one which used yellow rafts to get
across the swim.  They asked me to take a picture of them with their camera, so I
asked them to reciprocate.  Here's the picture they took with my camera while I
stood with their group. Can anyone tell us who they were?

Dungeon Canyon is one of the most popular and one of the most photographed in Glen 
Continue in Dungeon Canyon

Go up to Grotto Canyon 
Go down to mile 55 - Rock Creek
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Dungeon Canyon - 2 
Mile 56.2

In September, that swim at the entrance has a lot less water and a lot more mud.

Above the swim, Dungeon is easy walking up to a
jumpup.  (The cover picture of Eliot Porter's "The Place
No One Knew" was taken near the jumpup.)

Dungeon provided excellent camera shots and was a
favorite of photographers.

The classical camera shot in Dungeon.
Next two years

Return to lower Dungeon Canyon

Go up to Grotto Canyon 
Go down to mile 55 - Rock Creek
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Rock Creek 
and a Navajo sheep trail 

Mile 55.0

Mile 55.6  December 1962  At a camp near the mouth of Rock Creek we woke up
to a freezing river.

Sept 1962  A Navajo sheep trail across the river from
Rock Creek. 

Looking downstream from the top of the sheep trail.  This is the top of the four-mile
fetch, the longest straight stretch of canyon in Glen.  When the wind blew stongly in
its direction, hand powered rafts were at its mercy and kayaks had difficulty making
headway in a head wind.  That's Gunsight Butte in the far background.

A wall in one of the small side canyons along the left
bank of the four-mile fetch.  (This canyon might be Katie Lee's "Little
Dungeon."  We found disagreements in the names of these canyons as we researched
them.)

Go up to Dungeon Canyon 
Go down to Little Dungeon Canyon
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Little Dungeon Canyon 
Mile 52.3

Mile 53.8 Dec. 1962  Looking downstream  along the four-mile fetch, just above
Little Dungeon Canyon

Mile 52.2   Looking upstream along the four-mile fetch, just below Little Dungeon
Canyon

The mouth of Little Dungeon.  (Carla Selby)

Little Dungeon doesn't have overhanging walls as
Dungeon has.  (We had difficulty identifying the canyons here along the left
bank of the "four-mile fetch" -- mile 51 - 55 -- with Katie Lee's list.  This is the next to last
canyon before West Canyon Creek.  It may be the one Katie Lee called "Dove."  We
called the last one "Dove."  Katie might have called that one, "Happy Canyon.)

Looking up from the top of the jumpup climb in Little
Dungeon.

Go up to mile 55 - Rock Creek 
Go down to Dove Canyon
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Dove Canyon 
Mile 51.5

Mile 51.8  Dec. 1962  Approaching Dove Canyon (left bank).

Dec. 1962  The landing at Dove Canyon is about a mile upstream of West Canyon
Creek.  That's Gregory Butte looming over West  Canyon Creek.

The exploration of Dove Canyon starts with a long
swim.

 Dec. 1962  Above the swim, Dove Canyon is easy
walking

The next two years

Dec. 1962 This is one of the finest of the long narrow
canyons. As we walk up further and further, the light
intensity gets less and less.  The camera must be on a
tripod for most of the pictures and a rather long
exposure -- perhaps as much as three minutes -- is
needed.  This results in blue pictures, and we came to
know these canyons as "the blue canyons."

The predominance of blue is the result of "reciprocity failure"
in the emulsions of the film (Kodachrome):  as the light gets
very dim the responses of the three emulsions in the film no
longer follow a simple linear relationship of image density to
exposure time.  The red and green sensitive layers are most
affected by reciprocity failure -- twice the exposure time does
not result in half the density of the transparency.  The film is
relatively "blind" to the red and green ranges of the spectrum. 
The blue-sensitive layer retains much of the reciprocity
relationship, so its response is still pretty good.  The blue
image remains while the red and green images are largely
gone.

Continue in Dove Canyon
Go up to Little Dungeon Canyon 
Go down to West Canyon Creek
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Dove Canyon - 2 
Mile 51.5

Ansel Adams felt that these blue pictures were "too chemical"
in appearance and strongly suggested that I find a cure for the
problem.  The originals are truly monochromatic -- high
saturation blue to white.  To compensate a little, I've used
Photoshop to add a little bit of "second dimension" to the
color: mostly red.  This makes the image closer to the actual
appearance.  When we hiked these "blue" canyons we often
needed a flashlight to see.  And what little illumination we had
was usually from an intensely blue sky overhead.

The jumpup in Dove Canyon that stopped most parties
had a hole in the ceiling directly overhead.   On our last
visit there, we did a three-man stand to get Keturah up
through the hole.  (She then lowered her nylon rope
with the loops and the rest of us got up.)  We didn't
push it much further: too difficult. (And no pictures.)

On the river just below Dove Canyon.  West Canyon Creek ahead entering the
Colorado from behind a long thin wall.

Mile 51.2 -- The lower end of the four-mile fetch.  Dove Canyon is the first canyon
on the right; just over the kayak.

Return to Dove Canyon Part 1

Go up to Little Dungeon Canyon 
Go down to West Canyon Creek
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West Canyon Creek 
Mile 50.8

Gregory Butte from the river in front of Dove Canyon.  West Canyon Creek is
behind that long, thin wall.  Where it joins the Colorado, was a very large panel of
petroglyphs.  While the dam construction proceeded, the tunnels carrying the water
around the construction site jammed with driftwod causing the water to back up and
form "the bathtub ring" we see in this, and many other,  pictures.  It also destroyed
the petroglyph panel.

Dec. 1962

This picture, the second picture in our Glen Canyon slide show, was taken in West
Canyon Creek.

We have many stories to tell about West Canyon Creek.  We have relatively few pictures --  and they
are run-of-the-mill Glen Canyon Spectacular.  Pictures will be added, and perhaps some of the stories.

Human tracks and heron tracks

Mile 49.9 (?)   Just below West Canyon Creek, perhaps.

Go up to Dove Canyon 
Go down to Gregory Butte
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Gregory Butte 
Mile 48 - 50

Gregory Butte from the air over Rock Creek.  West Canyon Creek enters the
Colorado just to the left of Gregory Butte.

mile 46.4  Gregory Butte from near Meskin Bar.

Mile 38.3  Not Gregory Butte.  In the slide/movie presentation, we say, "as the lake
rises the towering buttes of Navajoland become visible..."  This is the example we
used.

Go up to West Canyon Creek 
Go down to Face Canyon
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Face Canyon 
mile 44.6

Mile 47.0  Dec. 1962   Near Face Canyon, looking downstream.

Mile 45.8  Dec, 1962   Looking upstream toward Gregory Butte.

Mile 44.6  April, 1963   Just inside the entrance of Face Canyon.  The reservoir is
beginning to encroach.  The odor of vanillin is very strong -- from the decay of the
cottonwood trees.

Mile 44.5  Dec. 62    Just below Face Canyon and four miles to the take-out point,
Crossing of the Fathers.

Mile 44.7 Sept. 62   Nobody paddles much.  We all know that when we take out we
may never again get to experience the kind of experience we have discovered here.

Go up to Gregory Butte 
Go down to Crossing of the Fathers
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Crossing of the Fathers 
mile 40.5

Mile 41.5 Sept. 1962  Approaching Crossing of the Fathers, savoring the last rays
of sunlight before we have to take out and head for home -- knowing that this may
be our last encounter with Glen Canyon.

When we landed, we found many, many little khaki shelters scattered all over the
bar.  It was the movie production company making "The Greatest Story Every
Told."  Now, when we see that movie, the shots of John the Babtist at the Jordan
River brings back heart wrenching memories of that moving river, our gentle, living
river--which we know as the Colorado River in Glen Canyon.

Jan. 1963   This was the most common take-out point for float trips.

Here, however, we are putting in on a special trip to explore just Labyrinth Canyon.
Afterward, we packed our boats across the desert, across the river from Labryinth,
to the Crossing of the Fathers road.

Sept. 1962   The Sierra Club raft after a float trip.  On raft: Dick Norgaard, the
organizer of Sierra Club raft trips.

See later Sierra Club raft trips on Lake Powell

Mile 37.0 on the way to Labyrinth Canyon.

Go up to Face Canyon 
Go down to Labyrinth Canyon
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Labyrinth Canyon 
mile 34.4

A short distance in, a narrow canyon leads to the left. 
That is the main branch of Labyrinth Canyon.

The next two years

Jan. 1963  About a half mile in from the mouth. 
Photographed from a high alcove we used for
camping.  That's snow on the hill.  The striped alcove is
a trade mark for Labyrinth canyon. 

The wide canyon continues for only about a quarter
mile further.

"From where the girl is standing in the picture, we
see..."

"...this.  From there, Labryinth Canyon twists and turns
seldom more that a few feet wide at its bottom."

"Occasionally sunlight strikes the walls making the
canyon glow with a fire-like hue..."

Continue in Labryinth Canyon 

An ice jam in January, 1963
Go up to Crossing of the Fathers 

Go down to Wahweap Canyon
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Wahweap Canyon 
mile 16.6

April 1963  Sentinel Rock at the mouth of Wahweap Creek and only 1.6 miles from
the dam.  The reservoir has just started to fill.  We have just started to witness an
incomprehensible  tragedy -- incomprehensible to all those millions who've
discovered the staggering beauty and intriguing explorations of the reservoir without
any knowledge of the experience of Glen Canyon.  Now drowned.

The downstream canyons drown.

In April of 1963, we paddled, then dragged our kayaks up Wahweap
Creek.  After dragging several miles, we saw to our left a huge bank of
gravel freshly bulldozed to form a hill above us.  We climbed the hill and
discovered the newly constructed Wawheap marina boat launching
ramp. 

So we carried our kayaks up and became the first to use the Wahweap
Marina for landing boats.

From a 1950's U. S. National Park Service Report on the recreational resources
of the upper Colorado River Basin:

"The potential dams and reservoirs would eliminate for the
few the thrills of boating down the untamed river, and reduce
the apparent depth of the river canyons.  They would be
confined in the canyons of the Colorado and Green Rivers
and have little, if any, effect upon the great recreational
resources of the region.  Instead the reservoirs would
provide a means of access for the many to see the wonders
of the canyons."

I read that quote in my multimedia presentation made to show
what we had found in Glen Canyon.  The presentation became
very popular and got requested hundreds of times.  At about the
fifth time I showed it, a gentleman came up to me afterward,
waited until he could get a word in among the many questions
that invariably followed the showing, and said, "You know that
quote you read?"

"Yes?" 

"I wrote it," he replied.   READ MORE HERE

Go up to Labyrinth Canyon 
Go down to Glen Canyon Dam
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Glen Canyon Dam 
mile 15.0

April 1963   The water rose very fast at the beginning because Glen Canyon was
very narrow.  The dam was designed to flood much of the existing narrow canyon
so the reservoir surface would spread out onto the flat desert above and increase
the storage capacity. 

1959  Start of construction.

April 1963 

Ticaboo "Rapid" #2, Mile 149.9  June, 1962

In Glen, about the only wind problem would be in the "four-mile" fetch, when the
wind was blowing parallel to it.  On the reservoir, the winds frequently blow up
waves that are orders of magnitude more severe than Glen's Ticaboo Rapid #2 or
Bullfrog Rapid, the most severe in Glen,

The winds are much more severe than had been expected, and the reservoir loses
much more water to evaporation than had been expected, many times more. 

The power house is soon ready for generation of
electrical power, a true asset of Glen Canyon dam.

But human understanding of all things scientific and
technological is prone to dumbfounding 
oversimplification, especially when concepts from the
science of the past four centuries are key points. 
Electrical power, energy, the statistics of anything,
including water resource availability are all matters of
common, profound misunderstanding. 

Too full!
"We can, and we must, do better than this." *

* Dr. Seuss

Go up to Wahweap Canyon 
Go down to mile 0

Lower Map
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Lee's Ferry 
mile 0.0

Mile 0.0  Lee's Ferry   The Colorado River here emerges from the plateau through
the Vermillion Cliffs.  Downstream it immediately begins to drop into Marble Gorge,
the upper part of the Grand Canyon.

Lee's Ferry played an important part in the building of the Glen Canyon Dam.  The
dam was built to regulate the flow of water past this point, which is the boundary
between the Upper Colorado River Basin and the Lower Colorado River Basin. The
reasons for picking this point were political and not hydrological,  semantic and--in
some critically important ways--not logical.

Furthermore, two of the U.S. Senators that instigated the acts leading to the
building of the dam were Arizona's contingent, Carl Hayden and Barry Goldwater.  It
was a project that brought jobs and capital in the state.  The state was suffering
fiscally.

However, Barry Goldwater was one of the few who knew Glen Canyon,  He was
one of the few who had written a book about Glen Canyon.  He was later to say,

"...It was just a nice place...   I'd have to be honest with you.  I'd been
happier if we didn't have the lake.  Glen Canyon was a beautiful piece of
water..."

[If you had to vote today, would you vote...]
"I'd vote against it.  I've become convinced that while water is important
—particularly to those of us who live in the desert—it's not all that 
important."

Barry Goldwater, 
in Cadillac Desert, PBS-TV

Immediately below Lee's Ferry is Grand Canyon. 

The Bureau of Reclamation wanted to build two dams in Grand
Canyon: at Bridge Canyon and in Marble Gorge.  Those dams
would have made float trips in Grand Canyon impossible and
further disrupt Grand Canyon ecology beyond the disruption
by Glen Canyon Dam.

This display, in the lobby of Hearst Mining Building on the U.C.
Berkeley campus, was set up by the Bureau in advance of a
visit and talk by Floyd Dominy, the Commissioner.  Dominy's
geologist for Glen Canyon Dam had his office on the balcony
overlooking this display (and right next to my office). 

Dominy's talk was well attended; the audience included: Dick
Norgaard (who had something to say about Dominy's claim that
only fifty people saw Glen Canyon in the year preceding Lake
Powell--Dick had taken over a thousand on Sierra Club trips,
and I had taken 77 on UC Hiking Club trips); Dan Luten (who
pointed out that he had counted about three thousand
signatures new that year in the river register at Hole in the
Rock); Anne Brower, wife of David (who was in Washington
lobbying against Dominy);  Will Siri, president of the Sierra
Club (who's office and research lab were in the building next
door);  Phil Hyde, photographer (and active member of a
steering committee of the Sierra Club--as was I); and numerous
others who were polite but in opposition to what Dominy had to
say.  The audience was about two to one against Dominy.

Dominy went on to say that about one million saw Glen Canyon
in the year after the reservoir started to fill.  He included those
who saw it while driving over the bridge in front of the dam.

In fact, most of Dominy's talk was in praise of his great pride,
Glen Canyon Dam and Lake Powell.  About half of his pictures
of Lake Powell he showed us sideways:

After Dominy had left Berkeley, I was allowed to put up an
argument against the Grand Canyon Dams next to Dominy's
display in favor.  The cost of the BuRec display was $10,000;
the cost of mine, $3.75 -- for the color prints of Glen Canyon,
before and after, that I displayed.  We got many favorable
comments on the balance of the displays.

Go up to the dam

Lower Map
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Christmas 1962 
Mile 64.0

The alcove, just below the mouth of Little Arch Canyon, was warmed by our
Christmas eve campfire and quite comfortable.

Christmas morning.  We were treated with a magnificant sight; a light mantle of
snow covered our landing -- and our kayaks.

April 1963

The surrounding rock radiates heat, helped by the heat from our fire.

Go up to Little Arch Canyon 
Go down to False Entrance  Canyon

Middle Map 
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A little lesson from Ernest Hemmingway

The depiction of the Colorado River in Glen Canyon as a "wild, red, outlaw river," is one of the more successful ploys of propaganda I have encountered.  And it has stuck, like a wad of chewing gum drenched in
Superglue…for decades!

In the 50's, while the Bureau of Reclamation was lobbying for the construction of Glen Canyon Dam, The National Park Service published a voluminous report on the recreational resources of the Upper Colorado
River Basin. It included this statement:

"The potential dams and reservoirs would eliminate for the few the thrills of boating down the untamed river, and reduce the apparent depth of the river canyons. 
They would be confined in the canyons of the Colorado and Green Rivers and have little, if any, effect upon the great recreational resources of the region.  Instead

the reservoirs would provide a means of access for the many to see the wonders of the canyons."

Note the spin doctor's choice of words, especially those highlighted in red.

In, 1962, I made a slide show showing Glen Canyon and comparing it with the reservoir that now takes its place.  In it I quoted that "potential dams" statement.  The slide show rapidly became much in demand. 
After one of its earliest showings—to the Mill Valley (California) Homeowner's Association—a gentleman came up and took a place in the crowd that invariably gathered around me and the projectors.  He finally
got my attention and asked, "You know that quotation you read . . .?"

"Yes?" I responded, still trying to answer a deluge of question about the kind of film I used (Anscrochrome and Kodachrome II), whether the rapids really were, in Glen, nothing more than riffles (hardly even riffles),
whether anything was still left to see (there was still a little...go!...see it!).

"I wrote it," he said.

What followed took me several days to fully digest.  Those hectic after-show sessions were busy, answering all the questions, gathering the equipment together, carting it out to the car, trying to schedule the
inevitable requests for further showings, etc, etc, etc.

This is the gist of it:  He identified himself as Philip Kearney, a park planner for the National Park Service.  He had been given the assignment of assessing the recreation potentials for over a hundred reservoirs in the
Upper Colorado River Basin.

That quotation was not what he had originally written.

While many of the potential reservoirs had great recreational possibilities, in his opinion, the flooding of Glen Canyon would be one of the greatest recreational catastrophes of all time.  Glen Canyon Dam should not
be built.  He had explored Glen.  He had, of course, discovered what we discovered: a place of unequaled, magical beauty and an experience of indescribable magnificence.  He said so in his original report.

The Bureau of Reclamation did not like what he said.  They demanded the rewrite you see above.  Kearney reluctantly obliged, and was then taken from his job in the West and reassigned to Washington, D. C. where
he couldn't so displease BurRec.

I checked the recreation report: one of its four authors was Philip W. Kearney. 

In 1997, Marc Reisner's Cadillac Desert shed a little more light on that recreational catastrophe.  Blaine Hamann, manager of Hoover Dam, was quoted:  “He [Floyd Dominy, head of BurRec, whose greatest pride is
Glen Canyon Dam] was sort of the role model for a lot of ways that the Bureau approached things.  It was a sort of ‘Damn the torpedoes; let's get this son-of-a-bitch built.’”  In Dominy's own words:  "I was a
crusader for the development of water.  I was the messiah! I was the evangelist...that went out and argued persuasively to develop our rivers and water supply for the benefit of people."

Furthermore, "I think it's a shame that we haven't developed every single possible kilowatt from this renewable, non-polluting source of energy...I had no sympathy for those who felt that nature couldn't be improved
upon.  Now I admit that nature can't improve upon man.  We're probably the supreme being.  But in the realm of rivers, I think man can improve upon 'em."

Any opposition?  Then, " ...all I had to do was alert the White House that those people were twisting my tail and pinching a little, and it stopped.  Lyndon [President Johnson] took care of it."

I suspect it was Dominy who wrote those lines that appear on the
page of Lake Powell, Jewell of the Colorado which shows the
magnificent Hidden Passage being flooded by trash laden reservoir
water.  (The picture is printed backwards, presumably because the
true appearance of Hidden Passage didn't quite suit the layout for the
booklet.  Dominy gave a seminar in the building where I was working
on my PhD thesis and showed us many of his pictures of Lake
Powell, about half of which he showed sideways–like the picture on
the back cover of The Jewell–because, "they look like totem poles,"
he said.)  How could we forget that poem?...

The wild, red, outlaw river, 
Tamed. 
Now flowing clean and blue, 
Unmaimed.

Elsewhere in The Jewell we
read:

LAKE POWELL: 
To have a deep blue lake, 
Where no lake was before, 
Seems to bring man, 
A little closer to God.

 

Shortly after the waters rose up to the tops of the inner canyons of Glen, where the reservoir surface is no longer protected from the
sudden wind storms, Keturah and I got caught in a sudden storm that turned the surface into a violent and confusing trap of crisscrossing
white-capped waves.  Even though we had bolted our kayaks together into a motor-driven catamaran that had easily ridden the roughest
water San Francisco Bay had to offer, we found it difficult to keep upright.  We took shelter in nearby Cornerstone Canyon which our
familiarity with Glen allowed us to find in the jumble of slick rock.  The next day, a ranger scouting the reservoir told us that seven big
boats at the Wahweap Marina had capsized in that storm.

 
We took shelter from one of Lake Powell's raging 
wind storms in flooded Cornerstone Canyon.

And PBS TV tells us (in a 1997 piece about Lake Powell) that "Boat wakes have replaced the raging rapids of the Colorado."

It was Ernest Hemmingway who said that one of man's most valuable pieces of mental equipment is a well functioning "crap detector."

Call it propaganda.  Call it spin doctoring.  Call it advertising.  Call it free speech.  Call it creating a place a little closer to God.

It's still a part of that human use of information that includes pseudoscience, misconceptions, superstitions, and the many catastrophes of oversimplification.  It includes the cigarette advertising which once claimed
that cigarettes are a medicinal marvel—even though the cigarette makers (also readers of Scientific American and Consumer Reports) knew the more complete truth virtually everybody knows today.

The era of dam building is rapidly drawing to a close because the crap detectors that began to develop flourishingly in human thinking about the time of  Isaac Newton are spreading into the thinking of more and
more people. 
 

Phil Pennington
April 4, 1999

GO BACK

 
A link will be developed from here pointing to several kinds of "red flags" to watch for that might help us
avoid falling into logic-traps of oversimplification.  The persistent propaganda ploy of depicting as "raging
rapids" the Glen Canyon that was under what is now Powell Reservoir is just such a "red flag."
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